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The Last Archer A Green Ember Story
"The Green Archer" by Edgar Wallace. Published by Good Press. Good Press
publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known
classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of world
literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been
meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our
goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a highquality digital format.
As Gerald assists in a military tug-of-war, his thoughts are back home with his family,
where personal vendettas threaten his own fortifications. Can he help wrest power back
into English hands before the Welsh descend upon all he holds dear?
The trouble started when Howard Sykes came home from school and found the "goon"
sitting in the kitchen. He said he'd been sent by Archer. But who was Archer? It had to
do with the 2,000 words that Howard's author father had failed to deliver. It soon
became clear not only that Archer wanted those words, but that his wizard siblings,
Hathaway, Dillian, Shine, Torquil, Erskine, and Venturus, would also go to any lengths
to get them. Although each wizard ruled a section of the town, he or she was a prisoner
in it. Each suspected that one of them held the secret behind the words, and that secret
was the key to their freedom. Which one of them was it? The Sykes family become
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pawns in the wizards' fight to win their freedom, wrest control from one another, and fan
out to rule the world. Diana Wynne Jones skillfully guides the reader through a riveting,
twisty plot, with satisfying surprises at every amazing turn. An exciting science fiction
adventure where, happily, nothing is what it first seems to be.
Newly promoted, Detective Sergeant William Warwick has been reassigned to the
drugs squad. His first case: to investigate a notorious south London drug lord known as
the Viper. But as William and his team close the net around a criminal network unlike
any they have ever encountered, he is also faced with an old enemy, Miles Faulkner. It
will take all of William’s cunning to devise a means to bring both men to justice, a trap
neither will expect, one that is hidden in plain sight . . . Filled with Jeffrey Archer’s
trademark twists and turns, Hidden in Plain Sight is the gripping next instalment in the
life of William Warwick. It follows on from Nothing Ventured, but can be read as a
standalone story.
A modern-day classic. This highly acclaimed adventure series about two friends
desperate to save their doomed city has captivated kids and teachers alike for almost
fifteen years and has sold over 3.5 MILLION copies! The city of Ember was built as a
last refuge for the human race. Two hundred years later, the great lamps that light the
city are beginning to flicker. When Lina finds part of an ancient message, she’s sure it
holds a secret that will save the city. She and her friend Doon must race to figure out
the clues before the lights go out on Ember forever! Nominated to 28 State Award Lists!
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An American Library Association Notable Children’s Book A New York Public Library
100 Titles for Reading and Sharing Selection A Kirkus Reviews Editors’ Choice A Child
Magazine Best Children’s Book A Mark Twain Award Winner A William Allen White
Children’s Book Award Winner “A realistic post-apocalyptic world. DuPrau’s book
leaves Doon and Lina on the verge of undiscovered country and readers wanting
more.” —USA Today “An electric debut.” —Publishers Weekly, Starred “While Ember is
colorless and dark, the book itself is rich with description.” —VOYA, Starred “A
harrowing journey into the unknown, and cryptic messages for readers to decipher.”
—Kirkus Reviews, Starred
Help curious preschoolers find out more about going green with this fun lift-the-flap
book. Find Out About: Saving Our Planet helps young children understand key
environmental issues and what they can do to help save the planet. Using friendly
language that preschoolers can understand, this book shows how everyone can do
their bit to help save the planet: from turning the tap off when brushing your teeth to
learning about recycling. With fun flaps to lift, a relatable cast of characters and bright
artwork, this is an excellent book for children and parents to share together.
Heather and Picket are extraordinary rabbits with ordinary lives until calamitous events
overtake them, spilling them into a cauldron of misadventures. They discover that their
own story is bound up in the tumult threatening to overwhelm the wider world. Kings fall
and kingdoms totter. Tyrants ascend and terrors threaten. Betrayal beckons, and loyalty
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is a broken road with peril around every bend.Where will Heather and Picket land? How
will they make their stand?
"This is a Borzoi book"--Copyright page.
The human impact on Earth's climate is often treated as a hundred-year issue lasting as far
into the future as 2100, the year in which most climate projections cease. In The Long Thaw,
David Archer, one of the world’s leading climatologists, reveals the hard truth that these
changes in climate will be "locked in," essentially forever. If you think that global warming
means slightly hotter weather and a modest rise in sea levels that will persist only so long as
fossil fuels hold out (or until we decide to stop burning them), think again. In The Long Thaw,
David Archer predicts that if we continue to emit carbon dioxide we may eventually cancel the
next ice age and raise the oceans by 50 meters. A human-driven, planet-wide thaw has
already begun, and will continue to impact Earth’s climate and sea level for hundreds of
thousands of years. The great ice sheets in Antarctica and Greenland may take more than a
century to melt, and the overall change in sea level will be one hundred times what is forecast
for 2100. By comparing the global warming projection for the next century to natural climate
changes of the distant past, and then looking into the future far beyond the usual scientific and
political horizon of the year 2100, Archer reveals the hard truths of the long-term climate
forecast. Archer shows how just a few centuries of fossil-fuel use will cause not only a climate
storm that will last a few hundred years, but dramatic climate changes that will last thousands.
Carbon dioxide emitted today will be a problem for millennia. For the first time, humans have
become major players in shaping the long-term climate. In fact, a planetwide thaw driven by
humans has already begun. But despite the seriousness of the situation, Archer argues that it
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is still not too late to avert dangerous climate change--if humans can find a way to cooperate
as never before. Revealing why carbon dioxide may be an even worse gamble in the long run
than in the short, this compelling and critically important book brings the best long-term climate
science to a general audience for the first time. With a new preface that discusses recent
advances in climate science, and the impact on global warming and climate change, The Long
Thaw shows that it is still not too late to avert dangerous climate change—if we can find a way
to cooperate as never before.
Heads You Win is international #1 bestseller Jeffrey Archer’s most ambitious and creative
work since Kane and Abel, with a final twist that will shock even his most ardent of fans.
Leningrad, Russia, 1968: From an early age it is clear that Alexander Karpenko is destined to
lead his countrymen. But when his father is assassinated by the KGB for defying the state,
Alexander and his mother will have to escape Russia if they hope to survive. At the docks, they
have an irreversible choice: board a container ship bound for America or one bound for Great
Britain. Alexander leaves the choice to a toss of a coin... In a single moment, a double twist
decides Alexander’s future. During an epic tale, spanning two continents and thirty years, we
follow Alexander through triumph and defeat as he sets out on parallel lives as Alex in New
York and Sasha in London. As this unique story unfolds, both come to realize that to find their
destiny they must face the past they left behind as Alexander in Russia.
For beginners and green-thumbed foodies, this unusually all-inclusive garden-to-kitchen
cookbook is part lesson in gardening and part collection of healthy, delicious, kid-friendly
recipes. With vibrant photo-illustrations and clearly organized sections, discover how to plant
seeds in patio containers, window boxes, or on an allotment; harvest fruits and vegetables;
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determine which plant parts are edible; spot pests in the garden; and use home-grown crops to
cook everything from bean and bacon spaghetti to polenta chips to tomato, feta, and basil
pizza. "This effort offers budding young gardeners (and their adults) a comprehensive, handson guide to gardening and cooking" — Kirkus Reviews STARRED REVIEW
An unputdownable story of murder, revenge and betrayal from international number one
bestseller Jeffrey Archer.
(A standalone Heartbreaker Bay novel) There’s no such thing as a little in love . . . Elle
Wheaton’s priorities: friends, career, and kick-ass shoes. Then there’s the muscular wall of
stubbornness that’s security expert Archer Hunt—who comes before everything else. No point
in telling Mr. “Feels-Free Zone” that, though. Elle will just see other men until she gets over
Archer . . . which should only take a lifetime . . . There’s no such thing as a little in lust . . .
Archer’s wanted the best for Elle ever since he sacrificed his law-enforcement career to save
her. Their chemistry could start the next San Francisco earthquake and he craves her 24/7, but
Archer doesn’t want to be responsible for the damage. The alternative? Watch her go out with
guys who aren’t him . . . There is such a thing as . . . As far as Archer’s concerned, nobody is
good enough for Elle. But when he sets out to prove it by sabotaging her dates, she gets
mad—and things get hot as hell. Now Archer has a new mission: prove to Elle that her perfect
man has been here all along . . .
In this fast-paced historical thriller, #1 New York Times bestselling author David Baldacci
introduces Archer, a WWII veteran forced to investigate a small-town murder -- or risk returning
to prison. It's 1949. When war veteran Aloysius Archer is released from Carderock Prison, he
is sent to Poca City on parole with a short list of do's and a much longer list of don'ts: do report
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regularly to his parole officer, don't go to bars, certainly don't drink alcohol, do get a job--and
don't ever associate with loose women. The small town quickly proves more complicated and
dangerous than Archer's years serving in the war or his time in jail. Within a single night, his
search for gainful employment--and a stiff drink--leads him to a local bar, where he is hired for
what seems like a simple job: to collect a debt owed to a powerful local businessman, Hank
Pittleman. Soon Archer discovers that recovering the debt won't be so easy. The indebted man
has a furious grudge against Hank and refuses to pay; Hank's clever mistress has her own
designs on Archer; and both Hank and Archer's stern parole officer, Miss Crabtree, are
keeping a sharp eye on him. When a murder takes place right under Archer's nose, police
suspicions rise against the ex-convict, and Archer realizes that the crime could send him right
back to prison . . . if he doesn't use every skill in his arsenal to track down the real killer.
It Was Going to Be The Perfect Wedding - Until He Showed Up... The Age of Innocence
centers on an upper-class couple's impending marriage, and the introduction of the bride's
cousin, plagued by scandal, whose presence threatens their happiness. Though the novel
questions the assumptions and morals of 1870s New York society, it never develops into an
outright condemnation of the institution.The novel is noted for Wharton's attention to detail and
its accurate portrayal of how the 19th-century East Coast American upper class lived, and the
social tragedy of its plot. Wharton was 58 years old at publication; she had lived in that world
and had seen it change dramatically by the end of World War I. The Age of Innocence was a
softer and more gentle work than The House of Mirth, set in the time of her childhood. Wharton
wrote, ""I found a momentary escape in going back to my childish memories of a long-vanished
America..."" Get Your Copy Now.
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"In this sequel to The Last Archer and The First Fowler, Jo Shanks is charged with aiding
Emma on her mission to unite the secret citadels in their fight against the Preylord slavers.
Alongside Cole and Heyna Blackstar, Jo and Emma must enter into the heart of a community
in confusion. Something is wrong at Blackstone Citadel. Can Jo and his friends solve the
mystery and enlist Blackstone's aid in time to rendezvous with their allies fighting for the
Mended Wood?" --Back cover.
The outlawed princess of the Dragon Clan and her young human companion undergo
fearsome trials in their quest for an evil enchantress. ‘Dramatic tension stays high. Weaves
Chinese legend into an exciting tapestry of myth and folklore.’ —BL. Notable Children's Books
of 1982 (ALA) 100 Favorite Paperbacks of 1989 (IRA/CBC)
"The stage is set. It's war. Morbin Blackhawk, slaver and tyrant, threatens to destroy the rabbit
resistance forever. Heather and Picket are two young rabbits improbably thrust into pivotal
roles. The fragile alliance forged around the young heir seems certain to fail. Can Heather and
Picket help rescue the cause from a certain, sudden defeat?" - Cover page [4].
"In this sequel to The Last Archer, Jo Shanks is back in action against the Preylord tyrants.
Alongside Helmer and Emma, this riveting adventure sees Jo on a perilous journey where
survival and the cause itself are at stake. Faced with a calamitous quandary, the loyal band of
rabbits must break out of a fatal trap and survive to breathe life into the fledgling resistance. An
heir in peril. An archer hunted from the skies. Who will hunt the hunter?"--Amazon website.
Growing up in the slums of East End London, Charlie Trumper dreams of someday running his
grandfather's fruit and vegetable barrow. That day comes suddenly when his grandfather dies
leaving him the floundering business. With the help of Becky Salmon, an enterprising young
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woman, Charlie sets out to make a name for himself as "The Honest Trader". But the brutal
onset of World War I takes Charlie far from home and into the path of a dangerous enemy
whose legacy of evil follows Charlie and his family for generations. Encompassing three
continents and spanning over sixty years, As the Crow Flies brings to life a magnificent tale of
one man's rise from rags to riches set against the backdrop of a changing century.
Green Arrow: Archer's Quest continues the acclaimed rebirth of a classic character...Oliver
Queen - the Green Arrow - was dead. There was even a funeral, attended by the cream of the
superhero community...along with a shifty-looking man the now resurrected Queen has no
memory of. Intrigued Queen begins to track this individual down, and finds the efforts he made
to protect his secret identity in case of his death are haunting him in ways he couldn't possibly
have imagined! Green Arrow: Archer's Quest follows on directly from the spectacular run
written by director Kevin Smith (Jersey Girl, Jay & Silent Bob Strike Back), as best-selling
thriller novelist Brad Meltzer (The Tenth Justice) takes up the archer's bow!
Twelve-year-old Kevin Kim helps Chu-mong, a legendary king of ancient Korea, return to his
own time.
A fully illustrated and highly visual guide to everything Archer—from storyboards to character
sketches to script excerpts—making it a collector’s item for Archer fans everywhere. The Art of
Archer is a comprehensive look behind the scenes of the award-winning animated series.
Featuring 240 pages of concept art, exclusive interviews, script excerpts and the never-beforereleased original pitch for the series, this amazing collection offers an utterly unique view of the
Archer creative process. Commentary from the crew will walk fans all the way from squiggles
to the gorgeous final picture, detailing not only their process but their history as well. Exclusive
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interviews with the Emmy-nominated cast offer insights to their beloved characters and a
glimpse of their favorite moments. With storyboards, costume designs, reference photographs,
immaculate background paintings and more, this is Archer as you have never seen it. The Art
of Archer is a must have companion to the groundbreaking animated series, for fans and
cinephiles alike.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “I come from a family forged by tragedies and bound by a
remarkable, unbreakable love,” Hunter Biden writes in this deeply moving memoir of addiction,
loss, and survival. When he was two years old, Hunter Biden was badly injured in a car
accident that killed his mother and baby sister. In 2015, he suffered the devastating loss of his
beloved big brother, Beau, who died of brain cancer at the age of forty-six. These hardships
were compounded by the collapse of his marriage and a years-long battle with drug and
alcohol addiction. In Beautiful Things, Hunter recounts his descent into substance abuse and
his tortuous path to sobriety. The story ends with where Hunter is today—a sober married man
with a new baby, finally able to appreciate the beautiful things in life.
Evoking the golden age of crime, and for fans of Raymond Chandler and Agatha Christie,
comes the second book in the Aloysius Archer series, A Gambling Man from one of the
world’s bestselling thriller writers, David Baldacci. A lucky roll of the dice California, 1949.
Aloysius Archer is on his way to start a new job with a renowned Private Investigator in Bay
Town. Feeling lucky, he stops off at a casino in Reno, where he meets an aspiring actress,
Liberty Callahan. Together, they head west on a journey filled with danger and surprises –
because Archer isn’t the only one with a secretive past. A risk worth taking Arriving in a town
rife with corruption, Archer is tasked with finding out who is doing everything they can to disrupt
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the appointment of a top official. Then two seemingly unconnected people are murdered at a
burlesque club. In a tight-lipped community, Archer must dig deep to reveal the connection
between the victims. All bets are off As the final perilous showdown unfurls, Archer will need all
of his skills to decipher the truth from the lies and finally, to prove she’s a star in the making,
will Liberty have her moment in the spotlight?
Do you have a real relationship with God, or do you just have a religion? Do you know God, or
do you just know about God? In How Big Is Your God? Paul Coutinho, SJ, challenges us to
grow stronger and deeper in our faith and in our relationship with God—a God whose love
knows no bounds. To help us on our way, Coutinho introduces us to people in various world
religions—from Hindu friends to Buddhist teachers to St. Ignatius of Loyola—who have shaped
his spiritual life and made possible his deep, personal relationship with God.
International bestselling author Jeffrey Archer returns with a triumphant historical novel, Paths
of Glory. Paths of Glory, is the story of such a man—George Mallory. Born in 1886, he was a
brilliant student who became part of the Bloomsbury Group at Cambridge in the early twentieth
century and served in the Royal Garrison Artillery during World War I. After the war, he
married, had three children, and would have spent the rest of his life as a schoolteacher, but
for his love of mountain climbing. Mallory once told a reporter that he wanted to climb Mt.
Everest, "because it is there." On his third try in 1924, at age thirty-seven, he was last seen
four hundred feet from the top. His body was found in 1999, and it remains a mystery whether
he and his climbing partner, Andrew Irvine, ever reached the summit. In fact, not until you've
turned the last page of Archer's extraordinary novel will you be able to decide if George Mallory
should be added to that list of legends, while another name would have to be removed.
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Arthur Machen (1863 – 1947) was a Welsh author and renowned mystic during the 1890s and
early 20th century who garnered literary acclaim for his contributions to the supernatural,
horror, and fantasy fiction genres. His seminal novella “The Great God Pan” (1890) has
become a classic of horror fiction, with Stephen King describing it as one of the best horror
stories written in the English language. Other notable fans of his gruesome tales include
William Butler Yeats and Arthur Conan Doyle; and his work has been compared to that of
Robert Louis Stevenson, Bram Stoker, and Oscar Wilde. “The White People” is a decidedly
Lovecraftian supernatural short story presented in the form of a young girl's diary, within which
she recounts her increasingly profound experiments with witchcraft. A fantastic example of
classic supernatural fiction, Machan's “The White People” is not to be missed by lovers of the
genre and collectors of classic macabre literature. Many vintage books such as this are
increasingly scarce and expensive. It is with this in mind that we are republishing this volume
now in an affordable, modern, high-quality edition complete with a specially-commissioned new
biography of the author.
A deeply moving and insightful collection of personal essays from #1 bestselling author John
Green. The Anthropocene is the current geologic age, in which humans have profoundly
reshaped the planet and its biodiversity. In this remarkable symphony of essays adapted and
expanded from his groundbreaking podcast, bestselling author John Green reviews different
facets of the human-centered planet on a five-star scale—from the QWERTY keyboard and
sunsets to Canada geese and Penguins of Madagascar. Funny, complex, and rich with detail,
the reviews chart the contradictions of contemporary humanity. As a species, we are both far
too powerful and not nearly powerful enough, a paradox that came into sharp focus as we
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faced a global pandemic that both separated us and bound us together. John Green’s gift for
storytelling shines throughout this masterful collection. The Anthropocene Reviewed is a openhearted exploration of the paths we forge and an unironic celebration of falling in love with the
world.
Green Arrow celebrates 80 years of adventure with this new collection of his greatest tales!
These era-spanning stories include Oliver Queen’s first appearance from 1941, along with the
legendary anti-drug “Snowbirds Don’t Fly” by Dennis O’Neil and Neal Adams. Plus, the
opening chapter of Mike Grell’s storied “The Longbow Hunters,” a pivotal Justice League
adventure starring second Green Arrow Connor Hawke, an untold tale from the hero’s TV
adventures, and much more. Collects More Fun Comics #73, Adventure Comics #246 and
#259, Green Lantern #85 and #86, Green Arrow: The Longbow Hunters #1, Green Arrow
#100-101 (1994), JLA #8-9, Green Arrow #1, #17, and #75 (2001), Green Arrow and Black
Canary #4, Secret Origins #4 (2014), Arrow: Season 2.5 #1, and Green Arrow: Rebirth #1.
After his parents are kidnapped, timid twelve-year-old Henry York leaves his sheltered Boston
life and moves to small-town Kansas, where he and his cousin Henrietta discover and explore
hidden doors in his attic room that seem to open onto other worlds.
Introduces the world of Roshar through the experiences of a war-weary royal compelled by
visions, a highborn youth condemned to military slavery, and a woman who is desperate to
save her impoverished house.
King Whitson Mariner leads the displaced rabbits as they weather every challenge on their
quest for a new home.
A brilliant but socially inept robotics engineer builds her own wedding date--and learns more
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about love than she ever expected--in this hilarious and heartwarming debut novel. "Prepare to
fall in love!" --Aimee Agresti, author of Campaign Widows When she couldn't find Mr. Right,
she built him. Dating is hard. Being dateless at your perfect sister's wedding is harder. Meet
Kelly. Twenty-nine, go-getter, a brilliant robotics engineer, and perpetually single. So when her
younger sister's wedding looms and her attempts to find a date become increasingly
cringeworthy, Kelly does the only logical thing: she builds her own boyfriend. Ethan is perfect:
gorgeous, attentive, and smart--all topped off by a mechanical heart endlessly devoted to her.
Not to mention he's good with her mother. When she's with him, Kelly discovers a more
confident, spontaneous version of herself--the person she'd always dreamed she could be. But
as the struggle to keep Ethan's identity secret threatens to detonate her career, Kelly knows
she has to kiss her perfect man good-bye. There's just one problem: she's falling for him.
Help curious preschoolers find out more about going green with this fun lift-the-flap book. Find
Out About: Kindness helps young children learn that being kind to friends and family makes
everybody happy. Using friendly language that preschoolers can understand, this book shows
how everyone can do their bit to help others feel cared for and included. With fun flaps to lift, a
relatable cast of characters and bright artwork, this is an excellent book for children and
parents to share together.
A Green Ember story set during Heather and Picket's arrival at Cloud Mountain, The Last
Archer follows the journey of Jo Shanks. Jo is a gifted archer with a burden on his back and a
fire within. Eager to see the Longtreaders receive justice, he travels from his Halfwind Citadel
home to a Cloud Mountain poised on the brink of war. What he finds there will confront his
convictions and test his resolve as the war begins and King Jupiter's heir is revealed. A
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kingdom in the balance. An arrow aimed at the heart of darkness. Who will take the shot?
“Archer has a real gift for family sagas, and here, with Warwick, he’s launching what promises
to be a series just as riveting as the Clifton Chronicles.” —Booklist THE DAWN OF A NEW ERA
William Warwick has always wanted to be a detective and decides that, rather than become a
lawyer like his influential father, he will join London’s Metropolitan Police Force. And so, after
university, William embarks on a career that will define his life: from his early months on the
beat to his first high-stakes case as a fledgling detective in Scotland Yard’s arts and antiquities
squad. THE END OF AN OLD REGIME Investigating the theft of a priceless Rembrandt
painting, William meets Beth Rainsford, a research assistant at the gallery with whom he falls
hopelessly in love. But Beth has a secret—one that threatens to tear her and William apart.
Meanwhile, as he follows the trail of the missing masterpiece, William comes up against an art
collector and his influential lawyer, a man who knows everyone and sfears no one—and will use
whatever means necessary to keep William off his client’s trail. . . “Archer is a master
entertainer.” —Time
Victorian London: For five years, Charlotte (Charlie) Holloway has lived as a boy in the slums.
But when one theft too many gets her arrested, her only means of escape lies with a dead
man. Charlie hasn't raised a spirit since she first discovered she could do so five years ago.
That time, her father banished her. This time, she brings even more trouble upon herself.
People are now hunting Charlie all over London, but only one man succeeds in capturing her.
Lincoln Fitzroy is the mysterious head of a secret organization on the trail of a madman who
needs a necromancer to control his newly "made" creatures. There was only one known
necromancer in the world - Charlotte - but now there appears to be two. Lincoln captures the
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willful Charlie in the hopes the boy will lead him to Charlotte. But what happens when he
discovers the boy is in fact the young woman he's been searching for all along? And will she
agree to work for the man who held her against her will, and for an organization she doesn't
trust? Because Lincoln and his ministry might be just as dangerous as the madman they're
hunting. C.J. Archer is the author of the bestselling Emily Chambers Spirit Medium and Freak
House series. If you love historical novels with mystery, romance and a paranormal twist, THE
LAST NECROMANCER is for you. It's the first book in the MINISTRY OF CURIOSITIES
series.
"A harrowing adventure inside enemy territory. Heather and Picket are plunged into the
darkness of Morbin's shadow, fighting to bear the flame of the cause and light the way for
rabbitkind's upright insurrection"--Page 4 of cover.
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